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Surface-roughness effect on capacitance and leakage current of an insulating film
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Effects of surface roughness on electrical properties of a thin insulating film capacitor with one smooth
electrode plate and one rough electrode plate are investigated. The electrode plate roughness is described in
terms of self-affine fractal scaling through the roughness exponenta, the root-mean square~rms! roughness
amplitudew, and the correlation lengthj. The electric field, capacitance, and leakage current show similar
qualitative changes with the roughness parameters: they all increase asw increases, and also increase as either
j or a decreases.@S0163-1829~99!10035-3#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The rough morphology of surfaces and interfaces and
presence of material defects~e.g., dislocations, impurities
etc.! can alter the operational conditions of microelectro
devices.1,2 An enormous amount of effort is underway
order to understand the electronic and electrical propertie
devices affected by these imperfections which prevent po
tial device applications. Examples are storage capacitors
dynamic and static random access memories~CDRAM and
SRAM!, alternating current thin-film electroluminescent d
vices, etc.3–5 Indeed, many proposed device geometries
quire the growth of high-quality films. However, kinetic e
fects can induce roughness and defects formation in fi
depending on the material, the substrate on which the gro
commences, and the deposition conditions.

Examples of roughness effects on electrical propertie
devices include, but are not limited to, the following impo
tant cases. Random rough surfaces have been shown t
fluence drastically the image potential of a charge situate
the vicinity of a plane interface between a vacuum an
dielectric.6 Such roughness effects could have a strong in
ence on an inversion layer at a semiconductor/oxide in
face, since it can cause shifts of electronic energy levels6 and
thus alter the device function. Surface/interface roughn
has been shown to influence strongly the electrical cond
tivity of semiconducting and metallic thin films.7 The pres-
ence of a rough metal/insulator interface~e.g., for polycrys-
talline and multilayer BaTiO3 thin films! has been shown to
influence the field breakdown mechanism.4

Thin insulating films have been used as a gate oxide
dielectric interlayer (SiO2),

1,8,9 DRAM capacitor
(Ba12xSrxTiO3),

10,11 and a decoupling capacitor (Ta2O5)
~Ref. 12! in high-performance packaging. A large number
experiments have found that the surface/interface morp
ogy has a great influence on the electrical properties of th
dielectrics, especially the leakage current. For examp
Chin et al. showed that the presence of native oxide w
increase the interface roughness, gate oxide leakage cu
and stress-induced hole traps.8 Li et al. also found that with
PRB 600163-1829/99/60~12!/9157~8!/$15.00
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increasing surface roughness, the leakage currents of
(Ba12xSrxTiO3), SBT (SrBi2Ta2O9) and PZT
(PbZr12xTixO3) increase.11 Chenet al.demonstrated that the
roughness of the polyimide substrate has a strong influe
on the electrical properties and yields of thin TaOx
capacitors.12 Both the leakage current and the breakdo
field strength increase with increasing substrate roughn
Furthermore, they demonstrated that using benzocyclobi
~BCB! to planarize the substrate can greatly improve the
pacitor yield and performance.12 All these experimental re-
sults show a qualitative trend: the leakage current increa
with the increase of surface roughness.

For a parallel-plate capacitor, the capacitanceC0 depends
on dielectric film thicknessh0 asC0;1/h0 . A change ofh0
allows a change inC0 . However, defects such as pinholes
the dielectric film13 and roughness at the metal/dielectr
interface3 can alter electric-field characteristics within the c
pacitor area, effectively influencing the dielectric strength
the insulating material. Another important issue is the ac
racy in using the capacitance measurement to determine
dielectric constant of a thin insulating film. This is a standa
technique for microelectronics manufacturing. Now there
growing interests on finding suitable low dielectric consta
~low-k! material to substitute the SiO2 in order to reduce the
resistor-capacitor~RC! delay. However, as we will see late
the roughness will cause an overestimation of the dielec
constant of a material, or introduce a large error bar in
measurement.

Up to now a quantitative study of metal/dielectric inte
face roughness effects on the electric field, capacitance,
leakage current within a thin-film capacitor is still missin
In this paper we will address the above issues using a sim
parallel-plate capacitor with one rough electrode. We co
bine simple roughness models that describe self-affine
dom rough surfaces and a perturbation solution of the P
son equation for a thin-film capacitor.

II. ELECTRIC POTENTIAL AND ELECTRIC FIELD OF A
CAPACITOR WITH A SINGLE ROUGH BOUNDARY

Consider a parallel-plate capacitor with only one rou
electrode surface at potentialV and the other one~substrate!
9157 ©1999 The American Physical Society
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9158 PRB 60ZHAO, WANG, LU, PALASANTZAS, AND DE HOSSON
is smooth at potential zero, as shown in Fig. 1. Here« is the
dielectric constant of the filling material,h0 is the average
thickness, andh(x,y) is the surface height fluctuation. I
order to calculate the electrostatic potential, one need
solve the Laplace equation between the capacitor planes

¹2F~x,y,z!50, ~1!

that obeys the boundary conditions

F~x,y,z50!50, ~2!

and

F@x,y,z5 f ~x,y!#5V. ~3!

Here F is the electrostatic potential, andz5 f (x,y) is the
rough electrode surface. If we assume thatf (x,y)5h0
1lh(x,y), wherel!1, then we can apply a perturbatio
method for the potential on the rough boundary to solve
Laplace equation,@Eq. ~1!#. Thus the boundary condition
@Eq. ~3!# can be expanded as a Taylor series in the form

F~x,y,h0!1Fz~x,y,h0!lh~x,y!

1
1

2!
Fzz~x,y,h0!l2h2~x,y!1¯5V, ~4!

whereFz5]F/]z, Fzz5]2F/]z2, and so on. We also as
sume that the potential takes a similar perturbative form

F~x,y,z!5F~0!~x,y,z!1lF~1!~x,y,z!

1l2F~2!~x,y,z!1¯ . ~5!

Substituting Eq.~5! into Eq. ~1!, we find that, for any order
of perturbation,F (n)(x,y,z) satisfies the Laplace equation

¹2F~n!~x,y,z!50. ~6!

Furthermore, the boundary conditions for various orders
perturbation are as follows: For the zeroth order,

F~0!~x,y,z50!50, ~7a!

FIG. 1. Schematic of a parallel plate capacitor with a rou
boundary.« is the dielectric constant of the filling material,h0 is the
average thickness of the dielectrics, andh(x,y) is the fluctuation of
the thickness.r5(x,y) is the in-plane position.
to

e

f

F~0!~x,y,z5h0!5V, ~7b!

which yields the solution

F~0!~x,y,z!5
Vz

h0
. ~8!

For the first order,

F~1!~x,y,z50!50, ~9a!

F~1!~x,y,z5h0!52h~x,y!Fz
~0!~x,y,h0!. ~9b!

For the second order,

F~2!~x,y,z50!50, ~10a!

F~2!~x,y,z5h0!52h~x,y!Fz
~1!~x,y,h0!

2 1
2 h2~x,y!Fzz

~0!~x,y,h0!.
~10b!

For a perturbation higher than the first order, we can emp
the Fourier transform technique to solve the Laplace eq
tion with boundary conditions similar to Eqs.~9! and ~10!:

¹2F~n!~x,y,z!5
]2

]z2 F~n!~x,y,z!1¹r
2F~n!~x,y,z!50,

~11!

where r5(x,y) represents the position vector in thex-y
plane. Performing a Fourier transform in thex-y plane ac-
cording to the equations

F̃~n!~k,z!5
1

~2p!2 E dr F~n!~r,z!eik–r, ~12!

F~n!~r,z!5E dk F̃~n!~k,z!e2 ik–r, ~13!

then the Laplacian equation takes the form

]2

]z2 F̃~n!~k,z!2k2F̃~n!~k,z!50. ~14!

The general solution of Eq.~14! can be put in a form

F̃~n!~k,z!5A~n!~k!ekz1B~n!~k!e2kz. ~15!

Applying the boundary condition atz50, one has

A~n!~k!52B~n!~k!, ~16!

which alternatively implies that

F̃~n!~k,z!52A~n!~k!sinh~kz!. ~17!

A(n)(k) can be determined by the boundary condition az
5h0 . For the first-order perturbation we obtain potentials
Fourier and real spaces, respectively:

F̃~1!~k,z!52
V

h0

sinh~kz!

sinh~kh0!
h̃~k!, ~18!

F~1!~r,z!52
V

h0
E dk

sinh~kz!

sinh~kh0!
h̃~k!e2 ik–r. ~19!
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Similarly, by using the property of convolution for Fourie
transform for the second-order perturbation, we obtain

F̃~2!~k,z!5
V

h0
E dk8

cosh~k8h0!sinh~kz!

sinh~k8h0!sinh~kh0!

3k8h̃~k8!h̃~k2k8!, ~20!

F~2!~r,z!5
V

h0
E dkE dk8

cosh~k8h0!sinh~kz!

sinh~k8h0!sinh~kh0!

3k8h̃~k8!h̃~k2k8!e2 ik–r. ~21!

If we setl51, then the electrostatic potential between tw
plates~electrodes! can be approximated by

F'F~0!1F~1!1F~2!5
Vz

h0
2

V

h0
E dk

sinh~kz!

sinh~kh0!
h̃~k!e2 ik–r

1
V

h0
E dkE dk8

cosh~k8h0!sinh~kz!

sinh~k8h0!sinh~kh0!
k8h̃~k8!

3h̃~k2k8!e2 ik–r. ~22!

Furthermore, the electric fieldE can be calculated as

E~x,y,z!52¹F52¹F~0!2¹F~1!2¹F~2!2¯

52
V

h0
ê31

V

h0
E dk

cosh~kz!

sinh~kh0!
kh̃~k!e2 ik–rê3

2
V

h0
E dkE dk8

cosh~k8h0!cosh~kz!

sinh~k8h0!sinh~kh0!
k8kh̃~k8!

3h̃~k2k8!e2 ik–rê3

2
V

h0
E dk

sinh~kz!

sinh~kh0!
kh̃~k!e2 ik–rik

1
V

h0
E dkE dk8

cosh~k8h0!sinh~kz!

sinh~k8h0!sinh~kh0!
k8h̃~k8!

3h̃~k2k8!e2 ik–rik1¯ , ~23!

whereê3 is the unit vector in thez direction.

III. SELF-AFFINE ROUGHNESS SPECTRUM

A wide variety of surface/interface roughness occurring
nature is well described by self-affine fractal scaling.14 Ex-
amples include the nanometer scale topology of vap
deposited metal films, eroded and fractured surfaces, etc
self-affine fractals the roughness spectrum^uh̃(k)u2& scales
as14

^uh̃~k!u2&} H k2222a

const
if kj@1
if kj!1, ~24!

with the roughness exponenta being a measure of the degre
of surface irregularity, andj the lateral correlation length.15

Small values ofa characterize more jagged or irregular su
faces at short roughness wavelengths~,j!. The scaling be-
havior depicted by Eq.~24! can be described by a simp
Lorentzian model,16
r-
or

^uh̃~k!u2&5
A

~2p!5

w2j2

~11ak2j2!11a , ~25!

with a5(1/2a)@12(11akc
2j2)2a# if 0 ,a,1, and a

5(1/2)ln@11akc
2j2# if a50. HereA is the area of the flat

electrode plate we considered, andkc is the upper cutoff of
the spatial frequency. Other roughness models, which sa
the scaling relation, depicted by Eq.~24!, can be found in
Refs. 14, 15, and 17.

IV. ROUGHNESS EFFECTS ON ELECTRICAL
POTENTIAL AND ELECTRIC FIELD IN A CAPACITOR

WITH ONE ROUGH ELECTRODE

Our calculations have been performed in the limit of we
roughness (u¹hu,1) or alternatively small rms local surfac
slopes r rms5^u¹hu2&1/2,k;11, and small rms roughness
amplitudesw such thatw!h0 . For random self-affine rough
surfaces,r rms has been shown to scale asr rms}w/ja.18,19

Figure 2 is a plot of this relation and shows that the rms lo
slope r rms strongly depends on the roughness exponenta.
The value ofr rms decreases by more than one order of ma
nitude asa increases from 0 to 1, even for small roughne
parameter ratiosw/j.

In the following we will assume statistically stationar
surfaces up to the second order~translation invariant! or

^h̃~k!h̃~k8!&5
~2p!4

A
^uh̃~k!u2&d~k1k8!, ~26!

Performing an ensemble average of Eq.~22! ~taking into
account that̂ h̃(k)&50) and substituting Eq.~26! into Eq.
~22!, one obtains the dominant terms in the electrostatic
tential:

^F&5F~0!1^F~2!&, ~27!

FIG. 2. Semilog plot of the rms local surface sloper rms

5^u¹hu2&1/2 as a function of roughness exponenta for two very
different roughness parameter ratiosw/j (a050.3 nm, w
52.0 nm, andj520 and 80 nm!.
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9160 PRB 60ZHAO, WANG, LU, PALASANTZAS, AND DE HOSSON
F~0!5
Vz

h0
,

^F~2!&5~2p!4
Vz

Ah0
2 E

0,k,kc

cosh~k8h0!

sinh~k8h0!

3k8^uh̃~k8!u2&dk8. ~28!

Equation~28! shows that surface roughness causes an a
tional potential^F (2)& across the film, and this additiona
potential is still proportional to the distancez from the bot-
tom plate. Therefore, the effect of roughness increases
effective potential̂ F& between the two plates. As a resu
the average electric field increases~where the average trans
verse fields are zero!

^E&5E~0!1^Ez
~2!&, ~29!

E~0!52
V

h0
ê3 ,

^Ez
~2!&52~2p!4

V

Ah0
2 E

0,k,kc

cosh~k8h0!

sinh~k8h0!

3k8^uh̃~k8!u2&dk8ê3 , ~30!

i.e., the roughness increases the average electric field in
the insulating film, or in other words, the effective thickne
of the insulating film decreases. Substituting Eq.~25! into
Eq. ~30!, and normalizingw, j and k8 by h0 as D5w/h0 ,
L5j/h0 , andq5kh0 , respectively, Eq.~29! becomes

^E&
E~0! 511D2L2E

0

qc q2 coth~q!

~11aL2q2!11a dq. ~31!

Equation~31! clearly shows that roughness increases the
erage electric field in the film. The increased field^DE&
5^E&2E(0) is proportional to the square of interface wid
w, and also has a complicated relationship with both
lateral correlation lengthj and the roughness exponenta.
Figure 3 shows the dependence of the electric field r
^E&/E(0) on the normalized lateral correlation lengthL for
various roughness exponentsa at a fixedD50.01. For a
fixed roughness exponenta, asL increases, the electric fiel
ratio ^E&/E(0) decreases, but remains larger than 1. At v
largeL, the surface essentially becomes very smooth, and
roughness has no effect on the electric field. For a fixedL, as
a decreases, the electric field ratio increases. ForL!1 and
a50.3, the electric field̂E& can increase to about 15% o
E(0). This may not seem so significant. Notice that the r
roughnessw is only 1% of the thicknessh0 for this case. The
change of electric field will be more significant for ultrath
dielectric films, whereD is much larger than 0.01 for th
same value ofw.

It is worthwhile to point out that any complex dependen
of the electrostatic potential and the electric field on
roughness parameters arises froma and j, and not fromw.
Because both the additional electric potential and elec
field depend on the rms roughness amplitudew2 through
their relationships with the roughness spectrum simply
i-
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^uh̃(k)u2&;w2. However, the roughness spectrum has
more complicated dependence ona andj; see Eq.~25!.

V. ROUGHNESS EFFECTS ON CAPACITANCE WITH
ONE ROUGH ELECTRODE

The surface charge densitys on a rough capacitor plate i
given by s5«E–n̂ with n̂5(¹h2ê3)/@11(¹h)2#1/2 being
the unit vector normal to a rough surface plate atz5h0
1h(r). Within the second-order perturbation expansion a
an ensemble average over possible roughness configurat
the average capacitance^C&5^Q&/V5*^s&ds/V is given
by

^C&5
A«

h0
H 11

1

A E @^h¹2h&1^~¹h!2&#dr

1
2p

Ah0
E

0,k,kc

cosh~kh0!

sinh~kh0!
k^uh̃~k!u2&dkJ

~32a!

Substituting the Fourier transforms

E ^~¹h!2&dr5E ^h¹2h&dr5E
0,k,kc

k2^uh̃~k!u2&dk,

~32b!

into Eq. ~32a! we obtain the expression

^C&5
A«

h0
H 11

2

A E
0,k,kc

k2^uh̃~k!u2&dk

1
2p

Ah0
E

0,k,kc

cosh~kh0!

sinh~kh0!
k^uh̃~k!u2&dkJ . ~33!

To calculate morphology effects on^C& using Eq.~33!, one
needs the knowledge of a roughness spectrum. The ex
capacitance due to surface roughness depends on the
roughness amplitudew as ^C&2C0;w2 becausê uh̃(k)u2&
;w2.

FIG. 3. Semilog plot of the ratio of electrostatic fields^E&/E(0)

as a function of the normalized lateral correlation lengthL
(5j/h0) for D50.01, and a50.3, 0.5, 0.7, and 0.9. HereD
5w/h0 .
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Figure 4 shows the calculated capacitance ratio^C&/C0 as
a function of the normalized lateral correlation lengthL for
various roughness exponentsa. As the roughness exponen
decreases~the rougher surface is at short wavelengths or,j!
the roughness contributions drastically increase the cap
tance by more than 30% for small roughness exponenta
,0.5 and a moderate roughness parameter ratiow/j;0.01
close to the weak roughness limit~see Fig. 2!. In fact, as the
roughness exponenta decreases or the ratiow/j increases,
the area of a rough capacitor plate increases. This lead
fectively to a larger charge storage. Therefore, nanoscale
face roughness can drastically increase capacitance ch
teristics, altering microelectronic device operations a
characteristics.

VI. ROUGHNESS EFFECTS ON LEAKAGE CURRENTS IN
A CAPACITOR WITH ONE ROUGH ELECTRODE

Since the surface roughness can alter the average ele
static field, it can also alter the leakage current of an insu
ing film. Independent of the mechanism that causes the le
age current, the leakage current density typically has
exponential relationship with the electric field. Therefore,
higher the field, the higher the leakage current density. F
rough electrode, due to the fluctuation of the surface hei
the local electric field will vary from place to place, as w
have derived in Eq.~23!. At the peak of a rough surface, th
electric field is larger than the valley, and we expect
leakage current density at the peak to be higher than th
the valley. If the leakage current density was only prop
tional to the electric field, then the average leakage cur
would show very little effect due to surface roughness. Ho
ever, as the leakage current density changes exponen
with the electric field, the leakage current at the peak w
gain more than the loss in the valley. Therefore, the net
fect of surface roughness is to increase the leakage cu
density, even though other conditions are kept the same
the following we take two conduction mechanisms, Schot
emission and the Poole-Frenkel effect, as examples to s
how the surface roughness affects the leakage current
sity. Other conduction mechanism follows a similar meth

FIG. 4. Capacitance ratiôC&/C0 as a function of the normal
ized lateral correlation lengthL(5j/h0) for D50.01, anda50.4,
0.6, and 0.8. HereD5w/h0 .
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(a) Schottky emission:This type of conduction over the
potential barrier of a metal/insulator interface is analogous
the thermionic emission, except that the applied electric fi
lowers the barrier height of the interface. The emission c
rent density is given by1,13

Jsc5AsT
2e2FB /KTebsAE/KT, ~34!

whereAs(5120 A/deg cm2) being the Dushman-Richardso
constant,bs5e3/2/A4p««0, «0 is the permittivity of the
vacuum, andFB is the Schottky potential barrier~depending
on, e.g., metal work function, surface states, image forc
etc.! at the interface.13

(b) Poole-Frenkel effect:This effect is characterized by
mechanism similar to that of the Schottky effect, except t
a field is applied to excite the thermal electrons from tra
into the conduction band of an insulator.1,13 The resulting
current density has the form

Jpf5mEe2FB/2KTe2bsAE/KT, ~35!

wherem is the conductivity, and the barrier lowered by a
applied field is twice that observed in Schottky emissio
This is due to the immobility of positive charges associa
with the traps.

In both cases, the main roughness contribution to a le
age current arises from the exponential dependence of
current, where thez component of the electric field~altered
by roughness! yields the dominant effect. Thus, by makin
an expansion of the electric fieldE in Eqs.~34! and~35!, we
obtain the final leakage current formulas that incorpor
roughness effects to the second-order perturbation theor

FIG. 5. Semilog plot of the leakage current density ratio for~a!
Schottky emission and~b! the Poole-Frenkel effect as a function o
the normalized lateral correlation lengthL(5j/h0) for D50.01,
E(0)5108 V/m, T5300 K, and roughness exponenta50.3, 0.5,
0.7, and 0.9. HereD5w/h0 .
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9162 PRB 60ZHAO, WANG, LU, PALASANTZAS, AND DE HOSSON
For Schottky emission assuminĝE(2)&/E(0)!1, we
obtain

^Jsc&
Jsc

5expS bsAE~0!

2kT

^E~2!&
E~0! D , ~36!

where Jsc
0 5AsT

2e2FB /KTe2bs
AE(0)/KT is the unperturbed

leakage current density for a smooth metal/insulator in
face, and the ratiôE(2)&/E(0) can be obtained from Eq.~30!.

For the Poole-Frenkel effect we obtain

^Jpf&
Jpf

0 5S 11
^E~2!&
E~0! DexpS bsAE~0!

kT

^E~2!&
E~0! D , ~37!

with Jpf
0 5mE(0)e2FB /KTe22bs

AE(0)/KT being the unperturbed
leakage current density for a smooth metal/insulator in
face.

Equations~36! and Eq.~37! are very similar. From the
discussion of the electric field in Sec. IV, we learned th
^E(2)&}w2. Therefore, we expect that the leakage curr
density increases exponentially withw2. Also, since^E(2)&
decreases monotonically with increasing normalized lat
correlation lengthL and increasing roughness exponenta,
we would expect a similar behavior in the leakage curr
density. Figure 5 shows the dependence of the Schottky
Poole-Frenkel leakage current densities on the normal
lateral correlation lengthL for various values ofa at D
50.01. In both cases our calculations were performed fo
insulating film with relatively low permittivity«53.9 ~which
corresponds to SiO2), and a field strengthE(0)5108 V/m at
room temperatureT5300 K. We see that Fig. 5 has a simil

FIG. 6. The leakage current density ratio^Jpf&/Jpf
0 for the Poole-

Frenkel effect as a function of the normalized rms roughnessD for
~a! L510 and ~b! L51 on a log-log scale atE(0)5108 V/m, T
5300 K, and roughness exponenta50.3, 0.5, 0.7, and 0.9. Her
L5j/h0 andD5w/h0 .
r-

r-

t
t

al

t
nd
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n

behavior to that of Fig. 3, as expected. The only differen
between Schottky emission and the Poole-Frenkel effec
that for the same rough surface the leakage current densi
Poole-Frenkel effect is higher than that in Schottky emissi
In Fig. 6 we plot the leakage density ratio^Jpf&/Jpf

0 as a
function of the normalized interface widthD for ~a! L510
and ~b! L51 at different roughness exponenta values. The
field strengthE(0)5108 V/m. Clearly the leakage current in
creases drastically with the increases of the normalized in
face widthD. For a relative smooth surfaceL510, the leak-
age current density can be almost 30 times greater aD
.0.1 anda50.3. However, asL decreases, the effect o
interface widthw becomes even more significant, as sho
in Fig. 6~b!. It is also interesting to note that even for th
same rough surface, the change of the applied field stre
E(0) will also change the degree of the roughness effe
Figure 7 shows the leakage current density ratio as a func
of the applied field strengthE(0) for ~a! L510 and ~b! L
51 at D50.01. The ratio^Jpf&/Jpf

0 increases asE(0) in-
creases, but the effect is not so significant under the co
tion D50.01 that we considered in Fig. 7.

VII. DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSIONS

The above treatments for both the capacitance and
leakage current are based on a mean-field point of vi
There are still some open questions. For the capacitanc
practice the size of the electrode cannot be infinite. In t
case one needs to consider the edge effect of the capacit
In general the edge effect will contribute a geometric fact
which tends to increase the capacitance.16 If the size of the

FIG. 7. Semilog plot of the leakage current density ra
^Jpf&/Jpf

0 for the Poole-Frenkel effect as a function of the appar
field strengthE(0) for ~a! L510 and ~b! L51 at D50.01, T
5300 K, and roughness exponenta50.3, 0.5, 0.7, and 0.9. Here
L5j/h0 andD5w/h0 .
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electrode is much larger than the lateral correlation of
rough electrode, we would expect a similar behavior of
capacitance as in the infinite electrode case. However, if
electrode size is smaller than the lateral correlation lengt
the rough electrode, since only limited spatial frequen
from the roughness will contribute to the capacitance, th
the total contribution from the rough surface will decrea
This is only a simple extrapolation from our above discu
sion; detailed behavior can be obtained by solving the fin
size capacitor bounded by one rough electrode.20

Another issue is the critical breakdown field strengthEc
under the presence of surface roughness. In Sec. IV we
shown that surface roughness will increase the fieldE(0) to
the effective electric field byE(0)1^E(2)& inside the insulat-
ing film. If we assume the critical field for an insulating film
is fixed, then the presence of surface roughness will red
the breakdown field by a value of^E(2)&. This intuitive dis-
cussion may work fine for a thermal breakdown, since
order to induce the breakdown, the heat generated by
electric field cannot be localized. However, for a pure el
trical breakdown, a localized breakdown may happen fi
especially at the peak of a rough surface. This localiz
breakdown requires only a much smaller electric field,E(0),
and opens conducting channels from the upper electrod
the lower electrode. As the field increases, those chan
become wider and wider. Those opened channels will d
nitely enhance the electric fields in the vicinities of t
peaks, and therefore at a certain field strength they cau
global breakdown. A detailed investigation of such a beh
ior is still not available.

We have to point out that in actual experimental situatio
the conduction mechanism might have a more complex
havior. It has been observed in crystalline and amorph
Ta2O5 films ~deposited on SiO2 /n-Si substrates! with a rela-
tively high dielectric constant« r'31, under a moderate fiel
(107– 3.53107 V/m), that the conduction processes are el
trode limited~Schottky emission!, while under higher fields
(.3.53107 V/m) conduction processes are bulk limite
g
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~Poole-Frenkel emission!.21 As shown in Fig. 5, one would
expect that the roughness will have different impact on
leakage current.

We investigated roughness effects on electrical proper
in a parallel-plate capacitor with one smooth electrode a
the other roughened at nanometer length scales. Qualitati
similar results would be expected for capacitors with dou
rough plates as well as for other geometries. We found
the roughness can cause a stronger effective fieldE(0)

1^E(2)& than the field E(0). The excessive field̂ E(2)&
caused by surface roughness is proportional tow2, and has a
complicated relation withj and a. In general,^E(2)& de-
creases when eitherj or a increases. The effect of a roug
surface also increases the capacitance, and it has a si
effect on the electric field. In addition, we examined quali
tively how weak roughness perturbations can affect the le
age current in the capacitor for two distinct cases. It w
shown that for Schottky and Poole-Frenkel emissions,
roughness effects within the weak roughness limit can giv
significant contribution to the leakage current for a moder
field strength even at room temperatureT;300 K. For these
types of leakage current, an increase of roughness at
wavelength~a decreasing and ratiow/j increasing! is shown
to increase the leakage current. Results from many exp
ments have trends which agree qualitatively with o
predictions.8–12 Further experimental studies on thin-film c
pacitors with known roughness would be required to est
lish a quantitative connection with our theoretical pred
tions.
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